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Abstract
Key Establishment for Wireless Roaming (KE-WR) is expected to ensure a mobile user to establish a fresh session
key with a foreign WSP and also roam from one foreign
network domain to another while enjoying the roaming
services. However, so far there is no ID-based KE-WR
protocol proposed in the literatures with a formal security proof in an appropriate model. The main work of this
article address the current gap by first proposing a variation of classic CK and eCK model to support the wireless roaming scenario, which is called rCK model. This
article extend classic security model by introducing the
simulation of broadcast query and multiple Key Generation Center scenario and also giving the re-defined session
definitions and additional adversary capability. Second,
this article proposes a novel suite of One-Pass Key Establishment Protocols for Wireless Roaming.
Keywords: One-Pass key establishment, user anonymity,
security model, wireless roaming

1

Introduction

High-speed, low-cost, ubiquitous Internet access has been
dreamed by human beings for decades and attracts extensive attention from both academia and industry. Nowadays, with the advancement of wireless mobile technology, broadband wireless Internet access has been readily
available across a limited local area through IEEE 802.11
(or commonly called Wi-Fi) based wireless hotspots, also
known as public Wireless LANs, especially in densely pop∗ This paper is an extended version of our paper which has been
published in the proceedings of IEEE International Conference on
Communications (ICC), with a detailed security analysis included.

ulated areas such as airport, subway, cafes and libraries.
However, comparing with the traditional CDMA cellular
networks, a typical Wi-Fi hotspot has a much smaller coverage and more restricted scalability thus may limit the
moving range of mobile users in Wireless LANs [10]. To
achieve interoperable and cost-effective large-scale citywide wireless access without impairing the performance of
throughput, the deployment of metropolitan-area Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) seems to be a great strategy.
The metropolitan-area WMNs are expected to accommodate thousands of self-managed network domains operated by numerous different Wireless Service Providers
(WSPs), which are mainly composed of a number of publicly or privately owned Mesh Access Points (MAPs; supporting either existing Wi-Fi hotspot or emerging technologies such as WiMAX) and a Mesh Gateway (MGW)
as the interface to connect the MAPs with the public Internet. As a result, portable end users can access the network via freely roaming among these network domains to
enjoy much broader network coverage than WLANs.
Generally, A number of popular roaming solutions,
such as Global System for Mobile Communications
(GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunication System
(UMTS) and Mobile IP Networks, all depend on an authentication architecture called home-foreign-domain architecture [10]. A wireless user U first subscribes to a
WSP, says home WSP H, and signs up an account in order to have access to the wireless Internet services via the
MAPs managed by H [15]. However, U has no roaming
access to the wireless service when moves into the coverage of any other WSP called foreign WSP F unless H
has a default bilateral agreement with F that specify each
other’s users can have access to the MAPs managed by
itself. This contractual roaming model works well in cellular networks, however, it has two main drawbacks mak-
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ing it less suitable for practically realizing roaming service
in metropolitan-area WMNs. First, it often involved potentially time-consuming and expensive execution of an
authentication protocol among a user, its home WSP H
and the foreign WSP F . As the user base grows large, the
overall network signalling overhead would be significant.
Second, a bilateral service level agreement (SLA) has to
be established between each pair of WSPs to permit user
roaming among them, which can be very difficult to set
up between large number of WSPs[6]. To avoid the establishment of numerous pairs of SLAs, an alternative model
is proposed [8, 18] to having each WSP established an
agreement with a trusted third party (i.e. a Centralized
Authorization (CA)). The tradeoff of this model is that it
may consequentially run into the risk of making the CA
as the performance and security bottleneck.
Recently, Localized Roaming architectures have been
reported in some studies (i.e. [12, 17]) for inter-network
roaming service. In contrast to the conventional solutions
above, it localizes the authentication process between U
and F so that it eliminates the need for establishing bilateral SLAs and the deployment of centralized CAs. In [17],
each WSP plays as a CA and each subscriber authenticates itself to F using a certificate issued by H. And also
in both protocols proposed in [12], an authenticated key
establishment can be performed between U and F without contacting any third party such as home WSP H,
which can significantly reduce the computation and signalling overload and eliminate centralized CAs. In these
two protocols, the number of message flows is reduced
to three and therefore has the communication efficiency
improved. In addition, they support Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS), namely, all previous established session keys
will remain secure even after the long-term keys of U and
F are compromised. Furthermore, they are secure against
Key-Compromise Impersonation (KCI), namely, no attacker is able to complete a protocol run successfully with
U (resp. F ) after compromising U ’s (resp. F ’s) long-term
key.
As a notable security issue especially in wireless communication, privacy protection for a roaming user has
become an increasingly demanding requirement. Since
eavesdropping is much easier to launch but more difficult
to be detected when given the open nature of radio media, it is desirable to keep mobile users’ identities and
whereabouts anonymous. We consider two levels [12] on
user privacy protection: (1) Normal User Anonymity
concerns about keeping U ’s identity from being known
by eavesdroppers or anyone else except F and H in the
system after the first protocol run between U , F and possibly H as well ; (2) Strong User Anonymity concerns
about further keeping U anonymous from F even in the
first protocol run between U , F and possibly H as well.
Existing GSM and 3GPP roaming protocols provide Normal User Anonymity. In the first protocol run, the real
ID of U is sent in clear, while for all subsequent protocol
runs with the same F , a random temporary identity called
TMSI (Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity) is used by
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U for hiding its real identity from eavesdroppers and anyone else except F and H. In [11], Yang et al. proposed a
roaming protocol achieving Strong User Anonymity based
on home-foreign-domain architecture, and yet the protocol efficiency is low, requiring at least 8 message flows to
complete one protocol run.
As a basic research topic, one of the most essential
problems associated with WMNs is how to provide a protocol in letting U gain roaming access from F authentically, and especially along with the considerations on
the limitations about the wireless environments, such as
the limited computation power and battery capacity of
portable devices. In this paper, we suppose three main
properties should be satisfied for a roaming protocol, in
terms of security assurance, privacy protection, and costeffectiveness. 1) For security assurance, after two communicating parties U and F execute the scheme and when
both parties terminate and accept, each of them should
have certain assurance that it shares a fresh session key
only with its intended partner. In addition, this session
key should be secure against both of passive and active
attacks, such as eavesdropping, replay attack, and manin-the-middle attack. Besides, this session should also be
unaccessible for home WSP H; 2) For user privacy protection, no eavesdropper or any entity in the system can
find out the identity of U from a protocol run except F
and U ’s home server H. For cost-effectiveness, considering the imbalanced network architecture which consists of
the limited end devices of users and the powerful servers
of WSPs, the protocol should be as lightweight as possible at U side with both light computation load and small
number of message flows in order to reduce latency and
save energy, while the heavy computation load at WSP
side may be acceptable. We call such a protocol as a Key
Establishment Protocol for Anonymous Wireless
Roaming (KE-AWR). Below we reviews some previous works on KE-AWR.

1.1

Related Work

The traditional solution of KE-AWR is by use of an
Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA)
server at WSP side which coordinates the login requests
from the subscriber of itself. When a roaming event occurs, U is required to present an evidence according to
the information distributed by AAA server of H, which
appears unintelligible to eavesdroppers. F then forwards
the evidence to the AAA server of H which then verifies
the validity and freshness of the evidence. Some previous
works on secure anonymous wireless roaming follow this
approach, for instance, [11, 13, 16]. Unfortunately, these
protocols based on AAA architecture require the involvement of all the three parties and at least four message
flows for completing one protocol run thus subject to a
significant amount of signalling overhead. On the other
hand, some academic works, such as [8, 18], has been
proposed based on an alternative model that each WSP
only needs to have an agreement with a same trusted
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Certificate Authority (CA) instead of a pairwise bilateral trust relationship for each pair of WSPs. However,
it consequentially runs the risk of making the CA to become the bottleneck when numerous authentication requests are processing.
In [11], Yang et al. proposed a KE-AWR achieving
Strong User Anonymity, and yet the protocol efficiency is
low, requiring at least 8 message flows to complete one
protocol run. In [12], Yang et al. proposed two two-party
KE-AWR protocols achieving Normal User Anonymity
and Strong User Anonymity, respectively. Both protocols
are based on the localized roaming authentication architecture and thus reduce the authentication latency and
eliminate centralized CAs. These protocols still require
three message flows and incur heavy computation.
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ID-based one-pass protocols for wireless roaming. And
We call this new model as rCK model. We also give the
formal security proof in our rCK model for each proposed
protocol.
Furthermore, we extend our OP-KE-WRs to support
User Anonymity (i.e. One-Pass KE-AWR). The level of
user anonymity achieved in our protocol is comparable to
that of current mobile systems such as 3GPP and GSM,
namely, no other entity except home and foreign WSPs
can associate the IDs to any particular user, or telling if
two roaming sessions are corresponding to the same user
or not. Besides, our protocols are very suitable for the imbalanced architectures in wireless network environments,
namely, the WSP is considered as a much more powerful
server than the mobile device held by user. The protocols focus on lightening the computational load on user
side, while the heavy load on WSP side is acceptable. Ta1.2 Overview of Our Contribution
ble 1 compares the main features of all three OP-KE-WRs
To achieve secure and efficient roaming service, this pa- along with some existing multi-round KEPs for wireless
per proposes a novel suite of One-Pass Key Establishment roaming.
Protocols for Wireless Roaming (OP-KE-WR for short)
in WMNs. Our OP-KE-WRs are performed between the
2 Preliminaries and Security Reroaming user U and the foreign WSP F without intervention of any other third party (i.e. the home WSP H),
quirements
and only one message flow from U to F is needed (so
called One-Pass) while by making use of the broadcast 2.1 Preliminaries and Assumptions
wireless communication, F broadcasts some commonly
agreed public parameters (i.e. the identity and the public A bilinear pairing is a map ê : G1 × G1 → GT where
key of F in most application scenarios) which are shared G1 and GT are cyclic groups of large prime order q.
the following properties: (1) Bilinear:
by all users communicating with F . We propose two dis- The map ê satisfies ab
ê(aP,
bQ)
=
ê(P,
Q)
for all P, Q ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zq ; (2)
tinct OP-KE-WRs: First we propose Protocol I so that
Non-degenerate:
ê(P,
P
) 6= 1 (the identity element of GT )
a fresh and secure session key only known by U and F
for
a
generator
P
of
G
and (3) Computable: ê(P, Q) can
1
is established in each run of protocol and no other entity
be
computed
in
polynomial
time for all P, Q ∈ G1 .
in WMNs (including H) is able to compute the session
key. It also supports pre-computation at U side. Ac- The (Computational) Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH)
tually, most computational operations of U can be pre- problem is to compute ê(P, P )xyz , when the adversary
computed if U knows the public key of F and it leaves is given a random instance hP, xP, yP, zP i, where P is an
almost no operation to be performed online for U . The arbitrary generator of G1 and x, y, z ∈R Z∗q .
protocol achieves secure key establishment and high effi- (Computational) BDH Assumption: The advantage of
ciency. However, it does not support the desirable proper- a probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) adversary A in
ties that multi-round key establishment protocols usually solving the Computational BDH problem defined below
do [11, 12, 13], namely, it only supports partial forward is negligible.
secrecy and partial KCI. Consequently, in Protocol II, we
A
AdvC−BDH
= Pr[A(P, xP, yP, zP ) = ê(P, P )xyz ]
solve the problems by supporting all the desirable properties mentioned. Namely, the protocol can support both
Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and Perfect Key Compromise Impersonation (Perfect KCI) and so called OP-KE- 2.2 Desirable Security Properties
WR with PFS. The total computational complexity of
Protocol II is comparable to that of previous protocol. Reference to [11, 13, 14], a Key Establishment Protocol
However, as a tradeoff between efficiency and security, it for Anonymous Roaming should satisfy the following seneeds an additional online Bilinear Pairing operation for curity properties after successfully being carried out:
U during the runtime of the protocol.
1) Secure Key Establishment: a fresh and random session
In addition, We find that both CK and eCK models do key should be established between roaming user and the
not provide the security consideration in wireless roam- roaming target server. The session key should also maining environment: 1) there is no available broadcast query tain the following security attributes:
in CK or eCK models. 2) they do not consider the in• Known-Key Security: The knowledge of a session key
volvement of multiple KGC servers. Therefore, refer to
should not enable an adversary to compromise other
[1, 5], we propose a variation of CK model to support our
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Table 1: Comparison among different KE-WR protocols
#P #F PFS KCI Anon
Online. OPs
Zhang05 [16]
3
6
¬
¬
N
√
Yang05 [13]
3
4
¬
S
3 ECSM
√
Yang07 [11]
3
8
¬
S
≥ 4 ECSM
√
√
YHW 1 [12]
2
3
N
≥ 2 BP+ 1.25 ECSM
√
√
YHW 2 [12]
2
3
S
≥ 3 BP + 8 ECSM
Protocol I
2
1
P
P
N
2 ECSM
√
√
Protocol II
2
1
N
1 BP
#P :
KE :
KCI :
ECSM :
P :
N :
¬ :

Parties Involved
Key Establishment
KCI Security
Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication
Partially Satisfied
Normal User Anonymity
Not Considered

session keys.
• Unknown-key Share: An entity A should not be leading to the situation that A believes that she is sharing
the key with entity B while actually she is sharing
the key with another entity C.

3

#F :
PFS :
Anon :
BP :
√
:
S :

Number of Flows
Perfect Forward Secrecy
User Anonymity
Bilinear Pairing Operation
Fully Satisfied
Strong User Anonymity

One-Pass Secure Roaming

In this section, A One-Pass Key Establishment Protocol
is proposed for inter-network secure roaming in WMNs
based on Localized Roaming Architecture and aim to
achieve secure session key agreement with only one message flow from the mobile user U to the foreign WSP F .
It also supports pre-computation at U side so that most
computational operations of U can be pre-computed, that
is, it leaves only two Scalar Multiplication operations to
be performed online for U . Below we first give the detailed description of the protocol and analysis its security
properties. A novel formal model which is suitable for
id-based roaming scenario is proposed in Section 4 as well
as the formal security proof.

• Forward secrecy: If long-term private keys of one or
more of the communication participants are compromised, the secrecy of previously established session
keys should not be affected. We say that a system
has partial Forward Secrecy if the compromise of one
(or more but not all) of the entities’ long-term keys
can be corrupted without compromising previously
established session keys, and we say that a system
has Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) if the long-term
keys of all the entities involved may be corrupted
without compromising any session key previously es- 3.1 Protocol Description
tablished by these entities.
System Setup. On the network architecture, we con• Key Compromise Impersonation: The compromise of sider that there are multiple Wireless Service Providers
an entity As long-term private key will allow an ad- (WSPs) in a collection of interconnected WMNs. Each
versary to impersonate A, but it should not enable WSP is considered as a server and may manage a number
the adversary to impersonate other entities in pres- of Wi-Fi hotspots and each hotspot can be considered as
ence of A.
the MAP of a wireless network domain. For simplicity, we
assume that U can directly communicate with the server
2) User Anonymity and Untraceability: no other entity of F via these MAPs. There is also a PKI (Public Key
except home and the visiting foreign server can associate Infrastructure) where the CA issues certificates CertW SP
the transferred IDs to any particular user, or telling if with respect to the public keys of WSPs. Each wireless
two roaming sessions are corresponding to the same user user in the system is subscribed to one and only one WSP,
and the subscription is persistent. Hence the scenarios reor not.
lated to changing subscription of users are not considered
in this paper. Suppose that a wireless user is denoted as
2.3 Scope of The Paper
U while the server that U is subscribed to is called the
In this paper, we do not have the ambition to solve all re- home server H of U . For all other WSPs, they are forlated security problems in WMNs. In particular, we just eign servers. Without loss of generality, we denote the
consider the security attacks aims at authentication and foreign server that U is communicating with as F . Due
key establishment in wireless roaming scenario. Namely, to the nature of wireless communication, we assume that
how to deal with the communication and key establish- a broadcast channel is available in each wireless network
ment between users, though important, is not addressed domain. In practice, a server always needs to notify users
in this paper. Moreover, we will not investigate the DoS in its coverage by periodically broadcasting the server’s
type attacks such as physical-layer jamming or routing public parameters via MAPs, possibly including its pubdisruption.
lic key and certificate, in a wireless network domain.
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Notation Definitions. Let IDU , IDH , IDF ∈ {0, 1}∗
be the identities of roaming user U , home server H and
foreign server F , respectively. As shown in Table 2, G1 is
denoted as an additive group of prime order q, while GT
as a multiplicative group. P is a commonly agreed generator of G1 . Let H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 be a cryptographic
hash function. All of these are system-wide public parameters. Here we assume that these public parameters
(G1 , GT , q, P, H) have been shared by all the entities involved in WMNs including roaming users and servers.

radius coverage of F ’s hotspots. In this case, U can
easily ensure the security of the public key of F after validating the certificate on CA’s public key. U
will accept the broadcast massage if and only if the
validation passes. Otherwise, U will abandon the parameters and wait for new valid ones. Note that when
doing this, U might be standing on the overlap range
in the coverage of two servers and still get connected
with previous server. Consequently, We consider this
step as a part of system setup and denote it as Step 0.

Long-term Key Generation. 1) For server H (resp.
F ), a random number sH ∈R Zq (resp. sF ∈R Zq ) is
selected and the public/private key pair of H (resp. F ) is
set as (P KH = sH P, sH ) (resp. (P KF = sF P, sF )) where
P is a commonly agreed generator of G1 . A certificate
on (IDH , P KH ) (resp. (IDF , P KF )) is then obtained
from the CA. 2) For each user U with identity IDU , say
a subscriber of a server H, after proving its identity, U
obtains a user secret key SU = sH H(IDU ) from H during
subscription. Please refer to Table 2 for the notations
used.

• Step 1: To establish a fresh session key with F , U
randomly chooses r ∈ Z∗q , and computes X = rP .
After that U computes a shared secret as KU,F =
ê(rH(IDU )+SU , P KF ), then erases r from its memory. U sends a login request hIDU , IDH , X, T i where
T is a current timestamp . Subsequently, U generates the session key SK by using the following:
SK ← KDF (KU,F , IDU ||IDH ||IDF ||T ||X) where
KDF is a key derivation function.

Table 2: Notations used in Protocol I
G1
GT
ê
q
P
H
IDH
IDF
IDU
(P KH , sH )
(P KF , sF )

an additive group
a multiplicative group
a bilinear map G1 × G1 → GT
the prime order of G1
a generator of G1
hash function {0, 1}∗ → G1
identity of home server
identity of foreign server
identity of roaming user
the public/private key pair of
home server
the public/private key pair of
foreign server
user private key of roaming user
a timestamp

• Step 2: On receiving login request hIDU , IDH , X, T i
from U at time T 0 , F first checks the validity of
the time interval between T 0 and Tnow . F will rejects this message if (T 0 − Tnow ) > δT , where δT
denotes the expected valid time interval for transmission delay. if valid, F will continue the session
key computation. SK, as the session key, are calculated by using key derivation function: SK ←
KDF (KF,U , IDU ||IDH ||IDF ||T ||X), where KF,U is
obtained by the following computation: KF,U =
ê(sF H(IDU ), X + P KH ).

3.2

Security Properties Analysis

We proposed a new One-Pass KE-WR which requires
fewer message flows and achieves higher online efficiency
when compared with existing protocols. We now analysis
the security properties of Protocol I in detail as below:

Secure Key Establishment. A One-Pass KE-WR is
said to securely establish a session key between U and F
if U (resp. F ) is assured that only F (resp. U ) is able to
obtain a fresh session key. We give the detailed analysis
Protocol I. Suppose that a user U of H roams and is in terms of “Key Security against H” and “Key Security
about to connect to the network domain via the MAP against Adversary”.
operated by a foreign server F . As a requirement of
time synchronization, we assume that U and F have their 1) Key Security against H. Suppose H is an honestclocks loosely synchronized by having each device synbut-curious home server and tries to compute KU,F
chronize its clock to time information received from the
or KF,U from the message flow between U and F .
GPS, or some atomic clock services available over the InThough H knows sH , H cannot compute KU,F as H
ternet. Below is the description of the One-Pass Key Escannot compute the terms ê(H(IDU ), P )rsF without
tablishment Protocol which is illustrated in Figure 1.
knowing hr, sF i since the discrete logarithm problem
that deriving r from X = rP is intractable.
• Step 0: As mentioned above, a server always notify users in its coverage by periodically broadcasting 2) Key Security against Adversary. In the following, we
consider that an active adversary A which has full
beacon signal via MAPs, along its public parameters
control of the communication between U and F but
such as the public key and certificates. Therefore it
has neither SU (i.e. sH ) nor sF is trying to establish
is reasonable to assume that U has received F ’s puba session key with F in presence of U . To do so, A
lic parameters (P KF , CertF ) once U moves into the
SU
T
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F

∈R Z∗q , X

r
= rP
KU,F = ê(rH(IDU ) + SU , P KF )
SK ← KDF (KU,F , IDU kIDH kIDF kT kX)

IDU , IDH , X, T
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

KF,U = ê(sF H(IDU ), P KH + X)
SK ← KDF (KF,U , IDU kIDH kIDF kT kX)

Figure 1: Protocol I: One-Pass KE-WR using IBS
needs to find K = ê(H(IDU ), P )sF (r+sH ) . Similar
with H, A cannot compute both components K =
ê(H(IDU ), P )rsF and K = ê(H(IDU ), P )sF sH ) .
Note that in an impersonation attack, A may randomly choose r0 and compute X 0 = r0 P through impersonating U . However, in this case, A still cannot compute K = ê(H(IDU ), P )sF sH ) as A does not
know sF , sH or the discrete logarithm of H(IDU )
under the assumption that Bilinear Diffie-Hellman
(BDH) Problem is intractable. Therefore, the protocol can also prevent impersonation attack.

user forward secrecy, namely the old session keys will still
be secure even if A has compromised U ’s long-term private key [4]. However, the leakage of sF will allow A to
compromise all previously established session key. This
means that the protocol achieves partial Forward Secrecy
but not Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS)1 .

4

Formal Security Proof

This section presents a verification of CK model,called
rCK model, to support wireless roaming scenario. A forKnown-Key Security. For any PPT adversary A mal security proof of Protocol I in the rCK security model
which is holding a compromised session key and the is also proposed.
transcript of the corresponding protocol run, A is not
able to impersonate U and compute a new session key. 4.1 Security Model
The reason is that for each new session, a new timesThe model proposed by Canetti-Krawczyk (CK model for
tamp value, say Tnew is generated by F and used in
short) [1] is now widely regarded as one of the acceptable
computing the new session key. Hence, even if A
formal model under which the security of a key estabreplays Xold and σold from the compromised session
lishment protocol can be analyzed. It provides a security
at timestamp Tnew , the new session key SKnew ←
consideration on the session-state leakage. By specifying
KDF (Kold , IDU kIDH kIDF kTnew kX) has to be comthe session-state to be the ephemeral private key, an exputed by A which is different from the old session key
tended version (eCK model) was defined by LaMacchia et
SKold ← KDF (Kold , IDU kIDH kIDF kTold kX) estabal. [5]. The eCK model captures several properties such
lished at timestamp Told with overwhelming probability
as resistance to the key compromise impersonation atunder the random oracle assumption of KDF [3].
tacks, partial forward secrecy. Recently, Cremers [2] drew
Unknown Key-share. In the OP-KE-WR, we adopt a a separation result among some variants of CK model (insuitable key derivation function KDF (e.g. [3]) to derive cluding CK and eCK models) which stated none of them
a session key SK from a shared secret K instead of using was stronger than the others. However, both CK and
K directly. Otherwise, an adversary A who has captured eCK models do not provide the security consideration in
the message flow of a session and also compromised the wireless roaming environment: 1) As in most wireless apsession key can launch replay attack easily share a session plication, a server may always periodically broadcast its
key with F in presence of U even without compromising public parameters to notify users in its coverage. HowU ’s private key.
ever, there is no available broadcast query in CK or eCK
Partial Key Compromise Impersonation. This pro- models. 2) In roaming scenario, It becomes more common
tocol satisfies partial KCI that it prevents adversary A that a user which is a subscriber of server KGC1 needs
from impersonating F after compromising U ’s long-term to authenticated itself to server KGC2 . In CK or eCK
private key SU . In order to find K when communicating models, they do not consider the involvement of multiple
with U in presence of F , A needs to know either random KGC servers. Therefore, refer to [1, 5], we now propose
number r or F ’s private key sF . As analyzed above, both a verification of CK model to support our ID-based oneof them cannot be accessible for A. Therefore, A which pass protocols for wireless roaming. And We call this new
has already compromised SU , is still not able to find K model as rCK model.
through impersonating F . However, revealing sF will alParties. In our rCK model, there are a collection of n(θ)
low A to launch an impersonation attack to F in presence
U ser and m(θ) Server where θ ∈ N is a security parameof any user.
ter, and n(·) and m(·) are polynomial. We consider each
Partial Forward Secrecy. As shown above, even if
1
forward secrecy in the identity-based cryptographic setA has compromised SU , it cannot compromise any ses- ting Perfect
requires that even if both of two communication parties’ longsion key by launching the user-key-compromise imperson- term private keys are corrupted, previously established session keys
ation. Therefore, our OP-KE-WR protocol also supports should remain secure.
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instance of Server as a KGC server. And every U ser is a
subscriber of one of Server. Each of these parties has a
unique identity. For simplicity, we denote Û , Ĥ ∈ {0, 1}∗
as an individual instance in U ser and Server respectively,
where Û is a subscriber of Ĥ. And we denote F̂ ∈ {0, 1}∗
as the expecting communication peer with Û . Then a protocol π is modeled as running the proposed OP-KE-WR
between Û and F̂ . As specified in Section 2.3, in roaming scenario, we consider the communication is restricted
only between U ser and Server.
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session key for any specified session, and the private keys
for both U ser parties and Server parties. In addition,
A is also allowed to register fictitious users and servers.
Here, to formalize the adversary capability, we allow A to
make the following queries during the protocol run:
• Broadcast(F̂ , ⊥): This query allows A to broadcast
the public parameters such as identity and pubic key
in presence of F̂ .

• Send (ID1 , ID2 , msg): This query allows A to send
a message msg to ID1 in presence of ID2 and the
Sessions. We call a particular instantiation of the proresponse of ID1 is return to A. If msg is an empty
tocol executed by either Û or F̂ an OP-KE-WR session.
message λ and ID1 is Û , It actives Û as the session
A party can be activated to execute the protocol by an
initiator. Otherwise, if msg is a non-empty message
incoming message with the following form:i)A broadcast
and ID1 is F̂ , it makes the role of F̂ as the session
message (F̂ , ⊥) or ii)A send message (Û , F̂ , msg). Difresponder.
ferent from CK or eCK model, Û can only be activated
by (F̂ , ⊥) and be the session initiator while F̂ can only
• Establish (ID): This query allows A to register a
be activated by (Û , F̂ , msg) and be the session responfictitious user or server party with arbitrary selected
der. Each of initiator sessions and responder sessions is
identity ID, and obtain the corresponding static priidentified via a session identifier sid.
vate key. Parties against whom A did not issue this
Definition 1 (Session Identifier). A session identifier
query are called honest.
is define to consist of the identities of two participants and
the information they send. Specifically, A session is iden• Reveal (sid): This query allows A to obtain the value
tified by a session identifier sid = (role, ID1 , ID2 , msg),
of session key for the complete session sid.
where role ∈ {I, R} (initiator or responder), ID1 ∈
• EpKeyReveal (sid):
This query allows A to
{0, 1}∗ is the identities of the participant executing the
ephemeral private key possessed by a session sid.
session, ID2 ∈ {0, 1}∗ is the identities of the intended
communication peer, and msg is the message transferred
• LtKeyReveal (ID): This query allows A to obtain
in the protocol.
the long-term private key for selected party with
Besides, we assume that each participants has a
identity ID.
SecV al which preserves the status of session. When activated, the party Û or F̂ initialize its own SecV al to 0.
In addition, A is allowed, at any time during its entire
Once successfully finishing the calculation of session key, execution, to selects a completed session sid, and makes
it sets SecV al to a non-zero value.
one and only once T est (sid) query. In response to this
Definition 2 (Complete Sessions). A session is said query, a challenge value is given to A.
to be a completed session if and only if SecV al is a non• T est (sid): This query tries to capture the advantage
zero value.2
of A to tell apart a real session key from a random
Definition 3 (Matching Sessions). For a legitimate
bit string. On this query, the challenge (the owner
protocol run, two completed sessions sid and sid∗ are
of session sid) picks a random b ∈ {0, 1}. if b =
said to be match if and only if the participant identity Û
0 it returns the session key in the session sid to A.
and F̂ , and communication message msg, such that the
Otherwise, a random lsk -bit (lsk is the length of the
session identifier of sid is (I, Û , F̂ , msg) and the session
session key) string is returned if b = 1.
identifier of sid∗ is (R, F̂ , Û , msg).
A is allowed to continue its execution after the Test
Adversary capability. We consider a probabilistic
query.
The entire execution terminates as soon as A outpolynomial-time adversary A is modeled as a probabilisputs
its
guess b0 . A wins the game if the selected test
tic Turing machine and can make oracle queries to above
0
honest parties. That is, the adversary A has full control session is clean and b = b.
of the communications links between the protocol par- Definition 4 (Clean Sessions). Let sid be the session
ticipants,i.e., it can listen to all the transmitted informa- identifier of a completed session, owned by Û with commution, decide what message will reach their destination and nication peer F̂ , and denote by sid∗ the matching session
when, change these message at will or even inject its own (if exists). We say that an OP-KE-WR session is not
generated messages. A is given the ability to reveal the clean if A can trivially compute the corresponding session
2 In case of one-pass scenario, there is only one message msg key. Namely, a session sid is said not to be clean if any
transmitted during the protocol run which means that the initiator of following conditions holds:
will not receive any respondence after sending msg. Therefore, a
session of a one-pass protocol is considered to be completed as long
as the session key SK is computed by the session executor.

1) Û or F̂ is an adversary controlled party (issued by
Extract query before session execution);
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2) A issues a Reveal(sid) or a Reveal(sid∗ ) query;
3) A issues either of the following queries:
- Both LtKeyReveal (Û ) and EpKeyReveal (sid), or
- LtKeyReveal (F̂ )
Definitions 5 (rCK Security). The advantage of the
adversary A in the experiment of rCK model with protocol
π is defined as
AdvπrCK (A) = Pr[SucA ] − 1/2.
We say that an OP-KE-WR is secure under the rCK
model if following conditions hold:
1. If two honest and uncorrupted parties complete
matching sessions, then they could calculate the same session key.
2. The PPT adversary A has no more than a negligible
advantage to distinguish a real session key from a random
bit string. Namely, AdvπrCK (A) is negligible.

4.2

Security Proof

This section proposes a formal security proof for our onepass protocol in the rCk security model.
Theorem 1 (rCK-security of OP-KE-WR). If H is
a random oracles, KDF is a random, non-collision key
derivation function and G1 is a finite group where the
BDH assumption holds, Then One-Pass KE-WR is secure in the rCK model. More precisely, if there is a
PPT bounded adversary A can break the rCK-security of
OP-KE-WR with non-negligible advantage AdvπrCK (A),
which involves at most n(θ) users and m(θ) servers, and
activates at most k(θ) sessions, where θ ∈ N is a security
parameter and n(·), m(·), k(·) are polynomial, Then we
can construct a PPT attacker S who can solve the BDH
challenge with probability
Adv

BDH

(S) ≥ max{

1
1
rCK
,
}Advπ
(A)
k(θ)n(θ)m(θ)2 k(θ)2 n(θ)m(θ)

(1)
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servers. Also let k(θ) be the maximum number of sessions
activated by A. S chooses Û ∈ {U1 , U2 ...Un(θ) }, Ĥ ∈
{S1 , S2 ...Sm(θ) }, F̂ ∈ {S1 , S2 ...Sm(θ) }. Let tid denote the
test session chosen by A and owned by the honest party Û
with honest communication peer F̂ , and let tid∗ denote
the matching session (if exists) of tid. In addition, the
queries of A are answered by S as follows:
H(Ui ) Query: S starts with an empty list LH and on
the input Ui it first checks to see if there is entry for it in
LH . If so, it returns the stored value to A. Otherwise, S
chooses hi ∈R Z∗q and return hi P to A. Then the entry
(Ui , hi , hi P ) is stored in LH . If Ui = Û , S returns zP and
adds (Û , ⊥, zP ) to the list.
KDF Query: In this query, a list LK is maintained to
ensure previously asked input would receive the same answer. On a fresh query, S randomly picks a value and
returns it to A.
Extract/LtKeyReveal(ID, role) Query: This query is
handled as below based on the input of role:
1. role = R(responder/server). S maintains a list
LR to ensure the consistency of its response. for any new
input, say Sj , A selects sj ∈R Z∗q , returns (sj , sj P ) to A3 .
The input and output are stored in LR .
2. role = I(initiator/user). S checks if there is
an entry of ID in LH . On no match, say Ui , it first
makes a H(Ui ) query and retrieves hi P from LH . Then
it randomly select sj from LR and returns the tuples
(sj , sj (hi P ) to A. The tuples (sj , sj P, Ui , sj (hi P ) is
stored in a new list LI as an entry. For ID = Û , S
randomly chooses sj from LR and returns (sj , sj (zP )).
Broadcast(Sj ) Query: On the input of Sj , S first look
over LE for matching record. if Sj is fresh, S makes a
Extract query and return the public key sj P to A. Also
note that though an Extract query on F̂ will leads to
abortion of execution, a Broadcast(F̂ ) query is available.
Send(ID1 , ID2 , msg) Query: This query is handled as
below:
1. if ID1 = Û , ID2 = F̂ and the session identifier
sid = tid. In this case, S will response in different ways
based on the complementary events. We will discuss this
case in detail later.
2. For all other sessions (including all other sessions
between Û and F̂ ), say between Ui and Sj , if (msg = λ),
S chooses a random number ri,j ∈ Z∗q and returns X =
ri,j sj P . The session is then marked as completed after
issuing this query; Otherwise (msg 6= λ), S accepts the
session and marks it as completed.
Reveal(sid) Query: If it is the session between Û and F̂ ,
and sid = tid/tid∗ , S aborts this simulation and fails. In
other cases, S returns the session key with the knowledge
of the static and ephemeral private keys.
EpKeyReveal(sid) Query: If it is the session between
Û and F̂ , and sid = tid/tid∗ , S aborts this simulation

Proof: To prove the above theorem, we start by assuming
that the adversary A can distinguish the session key from
a random key and break the rCK-security of our protocol
with non-negligible advantage. Observing that the adversary A has only two ways to distinguishing SK from a
random string: forging attack or key-replication attack.
However, due to the randomness and non-collisions of
KDF query, by a key-replication attack, A can win the
game no better than tossing a coin. Therefore, at some
point A must issue KDF query for a specific input and
perform a forging attack. Next, we show that if A can
perform a successful forging attack, then we can use A
as a subroutine to constructed an efficient BDH solver
S. Let hP, xP, yP, zP i be the BDH challenge given to S.
Then the BDH solver S whose goal is finding ê(P, P )abc ,
is simulated as below:
3 Note that here an Extract/LtKeyReveal query on input F̂
S randomly picks up two sets of identities: {Ui |1 ≤ is considered to be against the Definition 4. On such a query, S will
i ≤ n(θ)} for n(θ) users and {Sj |1 ≤ j ≤ m(θ)} for m(θ) abort the execution.
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and fails. In other cases, S returns the ephemeral private
keys to A.
Test(sid) Query: If sid 6= tid, or the session sid is not
clean, S aborts the simulation. Otherwise, S has to return
the session held in the session sid or a random string
after flipping a coin. However, S cannot compute the real
session key, which requires solving the BDH problem,.
Hence it returns a random string.
For events that A perform a successful forging attack
to and correctly guess the private bit b involved in Test
Query, we consider the following complementary conditions according to the clean definition:

At the beginning of proof, we assume that AdvπrCK (A) is
non-negligible. Therefore, S can solve the BDH challenge
with an advantage which is also non-negligible. It leads
to a contradiction to the BDH assumption. Hence, there
exists no polynomially bounded adversary that succeeds in
breaking rCK-security of our one-pass protocol with nonnegligible advantage.
¤

• The adversary A does not issue neither
LtKeyReveal (F̂ ) and either of following happens:
- A does not issue LtKeyReveal (Û ) - Event E1 ;
- A issues LtKeyReveal (Û ) but does not issue
EpKeyReveal (sid) - Event E2

As analyzed in Section 3.2, previous protocol only support
partial forward secrecy and partial KCI. Consequently, in
this section, we solve the security problems by proposing a
novel protocol that supporting both Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS) and Perfect Key Compromise Impersonation
(Perfect KCI).

Event E1 : In this case, S sets P KH to xP and P KF
to yP and simulates the protocol executions and oracles
queries by following the description above. It is perfect,
since A can not detect the simulation without issuing
LtKeyReveal queries for two participants.
With probability at least 1/n(θ)m(θ)2 A chooses honest user Û as the initiator of tid with peer F̂ and server
Ĥ as Û ’s home server. If A wins the game, S can
solve the BDH as follows: S randomly picks an item
(K, Û ||Ĥ||F̂ ||T ||X) in list LK (at most k(θ) items), and
computes ρ = K/ê(zP, P KF )r , then answers the BDH
challenge with ρ. Thus S can solve the challenge with
advantage:

5

5.1

One-Pass Secure Roaming with
PFS

Protocol Description

The system setup and long-term key generation are the
same as described in Protocol I. Please recall Section 3.1
for detail. In addition, an extra Broadcast phase is introduced in this protocol.
Broadcast Phase. Suppose that the whole service time
is divided into time periods. For each time period i, there
is an index, T Pi . For example, a time period can be set
to 30 seconds and i is counted from a particular starting time, say, 00:00 on January 1st, 2011. At the beginning of a time period T Pi , each server, say F , erases
the old ephemeral key ai−1 used in T Pi−1 from its memory and selects a new random number ai ∈R Zq as the
1
rCK
ephemeral key for T Pi . Then F computes Ai = ai P and
Adv BDH (S) ≥
Adv
(A)
(2)
π
k(θ)n(θ)m(θ)2
broadcast (T Pi , Ai , P KF ) together with the certificate of
Event E2 : In this case, S sets P KF to yP . S simulates (IDF , P KF ) during the time period T Pi .
the protocol executions and oracles queries by following Protocol II. Let the current time period be T Pτ . Supthe description above except for sessions tid. For sim- pose that user U , as a subscriber of H, is roaming to a
ulations of tid, by modifying the Send query, S embeds network domain operated by a foreign server F . Figure 2
X = xP . A can not detect the simulation due to the shows the protocol.
definition of events E2 .
With probability at least 1/k(θ), A picks tid as the 1) Step 0: Given the open nature of wireless communication, it is reasonable to assume that F has already
test session, and with probability at least 1/n(θ)m(θ)
broadcast (T Pτ , Aτ , P KF ) and its certificate to all
A chooses Û as the session owner and server F̂ as
users who are in the radius coverage of its hotspots.
the communication peer. If A wins the game, S can
In this case, U can easily ensure the security of the
solve the BDH as follows: S randomly picks an item
public key of F after validating the certificate.
(K, Û ||Ĥ||F̂ ||T ||X) in list LK (at most k(θ) items), and
sH
computes ρ = K/ê(zP, P KF ) (S can retrieve the value
2) Step 1: U checks if the current system time is
of sH from LR ), then answers the BDH challenge with ρ.
in time period T Pτ and the certificate is valid
Thus S can solve the challenge with advantage:
with respect to (IDF , P KF ). If not, U rejects
this broadcast message and waits for a new one.
1
Adv BDH (S) ≥
(3)
AdvπrCK (A)
Otherwise, U randomly picks b ∈R Zq , computes
2
k(θ) n(θ)m(θ)
KU,F = ê(bH(IDU ) + SU , P KF + Aτ ) and sends
Overall analysis. Combining the result of equation 2 to 1,
hIDU , IDH , B = bP, T Pτ i to F and erases b from its
the advantage of S to solve the BDH challenge is
memory. Subsequently, U generates the session key
1
1
SK
← KDF (KU,F , T Pτ kIDU kIDH kIDF kAτ kB)
rCK
BDH
,
}Advπ
(A) (4)
Adv
(S) ≥ max{
k(θ)n(θ)m(θ)2 k(θ)2 n(θ)m(θ)
where KDF is a key derivation function [7].
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F

b ∈R Zq , B = bP
KU,F = ê(bH(IDU ) + SU , P KF + Aτ )
SK ← KDF (KU,F , T Pτ kIDU kIDH kIDF kAτ kB)

IDU , IDH , B, T Pτ
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

KF,U = ê((aτ + sF )H(IDU ), P KH + B)
SK ← KDF (KF,U , T Pτ kIDU kIDH kIDF kAτ kB)

Figure 2: Protocol II: One-Pass KE-WR with PFS
3) Step 2: Upon receiving the message, F checks
if the current time period is T Pτ . If not, F
rejects it.
Otherwise, F computes KF,U =
ê((aτ + sF )H(IDU ), P KH + B) and SK ←
KDF (KF,U , T Pτ kIDU kIDH kIDF kAτ kB). F stores
SK as the session key shared with U .

5.2

Security Analysis

term ê(H1 (IDU ), P )bsF in Eq. (5) remains secret to A
due to the BDH assumption as A does not know b, sF or
the discrete logarithm of H1 (IDU ). For the second case,
A has the control of b. However, A cannot obtain KU,F
either as the term ê(H1 (IDU ), P )sH ai is not known to A
due to the secrecy of sH , SU = sH H1 (IDU ), ai , and the
discrete logarithm of H1 (IDU ) under the BDH assumption.

We now analyze the proposed Protocol II in terms of Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS), the security of Perfect Key- 5.3 Security Proof
Compromise Impersonation (Perfect KCI).
Perfect Forward Secrecy (PFS). Suppose that adversary Theorem 2 (rCK-security of OP-KE-WR with
A has compromised all the long-term secret keys, i.e. SU , PFS). If H is a random oracles, KDF is a random, nonsF and sH , but no ephemeral keys. For any previous collision key derivation function and G1 is a finite group
where the BDH assumption holds, Then Protocol II is
session key, say established in T Pi , A is to find
secure in the rCK model.
KU,F = ê(H1 (IDU ), P )(b+sH )(sF +ai )
(5) Proof: The model for Protocol II is the same as previous
= ê(H1 (IDU ), P )bsF +bai +sH sF +sH ai
protocol, except for the session identifier definition and
clean definition should be modified. We redefine them as
However, A is not able to find KU,F since at least one
below:
term ê(H1 (ID), P )bai cannot be computed by A under
A session of
the BDH assumption as both b and ai as well as the dis- Definition 6 (Session identifier).
Protocol
II
is
identified
by
a
session
identifier
sid =
crete logarithm of H1 (IDU ) are unknown to A.
(role,
ID
,
ID
,
msg,
T
),
where
role
∈
{I,
R}
(initiator
1
2
i
In particular, we should note that an active corruption
∗
that reveals both of the current ephemeral private key and or responder), ID1 ∈ {0, 1} is the identities of the partic∗
the master secret key of F may be launched by adversary ipant executing the session, ID2 ∈ {0, 1} is the identities
A during the service time. That is to say, at time period of the intended communication peer, msg is the message
T Pi , both ai and sF are disclosed to A. Then A is able to transferred in the protocol and Ti is the index of the time
compromise the previous session keys established in cur- period in which the session is executed.
And before we redefine the clean sessions, the Broadrent time period T Pi . However, our protocol ensure that
cast
queries are needed to be modified for simulating the
the sessions established in all other time periods remain
capability
of adversary A more precisely and formally.
secure. The reason is that: with the ephemeral key ai in
current time period T Pi and sF , A gets all necessary in- Broadcast (F̂ , ⊥, counter): This query now allows A to
formation to calculate the session keys established in time select a number a ∈ Z∗ and broadcast a along with
R
q
F̂
F̂
period T Pi . Nevertheless, she cannot obtain any session the public parameters such as identity and pubic key in
keys established in all of the time periods before T Pi since presence of F̂ . The value of counter will add by 1 when
the old ephemeral keys a0 , a1 , ..., ai−1 had been erased A request a Broadcast query and never decreases.
from memory. Moreover, the randomness of ephemeral
private keys prohibits the deduction of future ephemeral Definition 7 (Clean Sessions). Let sid be the session
by Û with commukeys so that adversary A could not derive the ephemeral identifier of a completed session, owned
∗
private keys of future time periods (e.g. ai+1 of T Pi+1 ) nication peer F̂ , and denote by sid the matching session
(if exists). We say that an session is not clean if A can
from ai .
trivially compute the corresponding session key. Namely,
Perfect KCI. To achieve the security of perfect KCI (Key- a session sid is said not to be clean if any of following
Compromise Impersonation), the OP-KE-WR should i) conditions holds:
prevent adversary A from impersonating F after compromising U ’s long-term secret key SU and ii) prevent A from 1) Û or F̂ is an adversary controlled party (issued by
impersonating U after compromising F ’s long-term secret
Extract query before session execution);
key sF . For the first case, A has the control of ai for each
time period T Pi . However, A cannot obtain KU,F as the 2) A issues a Reveal (sid) or a Reveal (sid∗ ) query;
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3) if sid∗ exists, and A makes either of following
queries:
- both LtKeyReveal (Û ) and EpKeyReveal (sid/sid∗ ),
or
- both LtKeyReveal (F̂ ) and Broadcast (F̂ );

xP into the ephemeral key as B = xP . A can not detect
the simulation due to the definition of Event E2 .
With probability at least 1/k(θ), A picks tid as the test
session, and with probability at least 1/n(θ) A chooses
Û as the session owner. If A wins the game, S can
solve the BDH as follows: S randomly picks an item
4) if sid∗ does not exist, and A makes either of follow- (K, T P ||Û ||Ĥ||F̂ ||B) in list L , and computes ρ = K ·
τ
K
ing queries:
ê(zP, B)−sĤ ·ê(zP, Aτ )−sF̂ ·ê(zP, P KĤ )−sF̂ , then answers
both
LtKeyReveal (Û )
and
EpKeyRe- the BDH challenge with ρ. Thus S can solve the challenge
veal (sid/sid∗ ),or
with advantage:
- LtKeyReveal (F̂ );
1
Adv BDH (S) ≥
AdvπrCK (A)
(7)
The security proof is similar to that of our previous
k(θ)2 n(θ)m(θ)
protocol in Section 4. An efficient BDH solver S given the
BDH challenge hP, xP, yP, zP i wishes to find ê(P, P )xyz Event E3 : In this case, S sets P KĤ to xP and P KF̂
by using A as a subroutine. Let sid be the session identi- to yP and simulates the protocol executions and oracles
fier of a completed session, owned by Û with communica- queries as usual. It is perfect, since A can not detect the
tion peer F̂ , and denote by sid∗ the matching session (if simulation without issuing LtKeyReveal queries for two
exists). Due to the clean session in Definition 7, for events participants.
With probability at least 1/n(θ)m(θ)2 A chooses Û as
that A perform a successful forging attack and correctly
guess the private bit b involved in Test Query, we consider the session owner with peer F̂ and server Ĥ as the Û ’s
the following complementary conditions according to the home server. If A wins the game, S can solve the BDH as
follows: S randomly picks an item (K, T Pτ ||Û ||Ĥ||F̂ ||B)
clean definition:
in list LK , and computes ρ = K · ê(zP, P KĤ )−aτ ·
• if sid∗ exists and A does not issue Broadcast(F̂ ); and ê(zP, Aτ )−b · ê(zP, P Kfˆ)−b , then answers the BDH chaleither of the following:
lenge with ρ. Thus S can solve the challenge with advan- A does not issue LtKeyReveal (Û ), or - Event E1 tage:
- A does not issue EpKeyReveal (sid) - Event E2
1
Adv BDH (S) ≥
(8)
AdvπrCK (A)
• if sid∗ exists and A issues Broadcast (F̂ ), or
k(θ)n(θ)m(θ)2
∗
sid does not exist, but A does not issue
Event E4 : In this case, S sets P KF to yP simulates the
LtKeyReveal (F̂ ); and either of following:
protocol executions and queries as usual except that, for
- A does not issue LtKeyReveal (Û ), or - Event E3
simulation of tid, by modifying the Send query, S embeds
- A does not issue EpKeyReveal (sid) - Event E4
xP into the ephemeral public key of Û as B = xP . A can
Event E1 : In this case, S sets P KH to xP and selects not detect the simulation due to the definition of Event
random long-term key pairs for the remaining servers. S E4 .
With probability at least 1/k(θ), A picks tid as the
simulates the protocol executions and queries by following
test
session, and with probability at least 1/n(θ)m(θ) A
the description in Section 4.1 as usual. For simulation
chooses
Û as the session owner with peer F̂ . If A wins the
of tid where Ti = Tτ , S embeds yP into the ephemeral
game,
S
can solve the BDH as follows: S randomly picks
public key of Tτ as Aτ = yP . The reminder of session tid
an
item
(K,
T Pτ ||Û ||Ĥ||F̂ ||B) in list LK , and computes
is simulated as the protocol definition.
ρ
=
K
·
ê(zP,
B)−aτ · ê(zP, P KH )−aτ · ê(zP, P KF̂ )−sĤ ,
With probability at least 1/k(θ) A picks tid as the
test session and with probability at least 1/n(θ)m(θ) A then answers the BDH challenge with ρ. Thus S can solve
chooses honest user Û as the initiator of tid and server the challenge with advantage:
Ĥ as the Û ’s home server. If A wins the game, S can
1
Adv BDH (S) ≥
(9)
AdvπrCK (A)
solve the BDH as follows: S randomly picks an item
2
k(θ) n(θ)m(θ)
(K, T Pτ ||Û ||Ĥ||F̂ ||B) in list LK (at most k(θ) items),
and computes ρ = K · ê(zP, P KF )−b · ê(zP, Aτ )−b · Overall analysis. Combining the result of equation 6 to 9,
ê(zP, P KH )−sF̂ , then answers the BDH challenge with ρ. the advantage of S to solve the BDH challenge is
1
1
BDH
rCK
Thus S can solve the challenge with advantage:
Adv
(S) ≥ max{
,
}Advπ
(A) (10)
k(θ)n(θ)m(θ)2 k(θ)2 n(θ)m(θ)

1

rCK
(6) At the beginning of proof, we assume that Advπ (A) is
non-negligible. Therefore, S can solve the BDH challenge
with an advantage which is also non-negligible. It leads
Event E2 : In this case, S simulates the protocol executo a contradiction to the BDH assumption. Hence, there
tions and queries as usual except for the session tid. For
exists no polynomially bounded adversary that succeeds in
simulation of tid, For simulation of tid where Ti = Tτ ,
breaking rCK-security of our one-pass protocol with nonS embeds yP into the ephemeral public key of Tτ as
negligible advantage.
¤
Aτ = yP . And by modifying the Send query, S embeds

Adv BDH (S) ≥

k(θ)2 n(θ)m(θ)

AdvπrCK (A)
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Table 3: Comparison

Zhang05 [16]
Yang05 [13]
Yang07 [11]
YHW 1 [12]
YHW 2 [12]
Protocol I
Protocol II
#P :
PFS :
E
√:
:
¬:
EXP :

6

#P

#F

KE

PFS

KCI

Anon

3
3
3
2
2
2
2

6
4
8
3
3
1
1

E
EH
EH
EH
EH
EH
EH

¬
√
√
√
√

¬
¬
¬
√
√

P
√

P
√

N
S
S
N
S
N
N

Parties Involved
Perfect Forward Secrecy
Key Establishment
Fully Satisfied
Not Considered
Modular Exponentiation

#F :
KCI :
H:
N:
SK :
ECSM :

Computational
Complexity (total)
10 SK
4 EXP + 6 PK
≥ 10 PK
≥ 4 BP + 4 ECSM + 2 SK
≥ 6 BP + 20 ECSM
2 BP + 4 ECSM
2 BP + 4 ECSM

Number of Flows
Perfect KCI Security
Home server cannot calculate the session key
Normal User Anonymity
Symmetric Key Encryption/Decryption
Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication

Achieving User Anonymity

As user privacy preservation has become an increasingly
demanding requirement for wireless communications, a
secure KE-WR should not only establish a secure session
key between U and F , but also provide privacy protection
so to keep user identity from being exposed and user
movement from being tracked. Refer to Section 1, there
are two security levels [12] on user privacy protection,
Normal User Anonymity and Strong User Anonymity.
Both two levels concerns about keeping U ’s identity and
whereabouts from being known by any eavesdropper. But
Strong User Anonymity concerns further about keeping
U anonymous from F . In this section, we extend our
protocol to achieve normal user anonymity and untraceability. Following shows how to extend our KE-WR to
support user anonymity, using protocol I as the example.

KE :
Anon :
P:
S:
PK :
BP :

Computation Cost
of User (online)
3 SK
1 EXP + 2 PK
≥ 4 PK
≥ 2 BP + 1 ECSM + 2 SK
≥ 3 BP + 8 ECSM
0
1 BP
Key Establishment
User Anonymity
Partially Satisfied
Strong User Anonymity
Public Key Encryption/Decryption
Bilinear Pairing Operation

key establishment in the first protocol run, an eavesdropper cannot associate U ’s real ID IDU to the temporary ID
T ID to be used in the second protocol run. Furthermore,
T ID will be renewed and replaced by another temporary
ID T ID0 . Hence, the temporary ID is updated after every
session so that eavesdroppers cannot tell if any two roaming sessions are corresponding to the same U or trace U
across multiple sessions.

7

Performance and Comparison

T IDkSK ← KDF (KF,U , IDU kIDH kIDF kT kX)

As of existing KE-AWR protocols, U is usually considered as a power-constrained mobile device. Its computational complexity requirement is therefore usually more
stringent than that of F . In our scheme, the two most
expensive operations at U are Bilinear Pairing (BP) and
Elliptic Curve Scalar Multiplication (ECSM). Other operations such as elliptic curve point addition and KDF
(which can be instantiated using an efficient MAC) [7]
are in the order of at least a hundred times faster than
BP and ECSM. Besides, H is a map-to-point hash function. As shown in [9], the evaluation of H is slightly faster
than ECSM. Here we assume that the speed of doing one
H1 evaluation is comparable to that of ECSM. For U ,
H(IDU ) can be stored as a constant point at U . As a
result, the computational complexity of both protocols at
U is mainly incurred by one BP and two ECSMs.

F then stores T ID as the temporary ID of U corresponding to IDU , and sets the session key to SK.
After the first protocol run, if U wants to establish a
new session with F , the Protocol I’ will be carried out
again but have IDU replaced by the temporary ID T ID
in the message from U to F . All the rest of the protocol
will remain unchanged. After the protocol run of this new
session, another new temporary ID T ID0 will be generated. It will be used as the new temporary ID of U for
the next protocol run with F .
Achieving User Anonymity and Untraceability. In this
case, since the established T ID is protected by the secure

Protocol I: Online Computations. We notice that
Protocol I could be further optimized in computational
complexity by pre-computing, since we assume that in
step 0, F has already delivered (P KF , T ) and its certificate to all users through the broadcast channel. As shown
in Figure 1, once the random number r is selected, rP ,
rH(IDU ) as well as KU,F = ê(rH(IDU ) + SU , P KF ) can
be computed by U . This means, one BP and two ECSMs can be extremely pre-computed by U as long as U
moved into the radio coverage of F ’s hotspots, and leave
almost no computation to be performed online in the run
of protocol execution.

Protocol I’: The session key generation phase of
U in Protocol I could be changed to
T IDkSK ← KDF (KU,F , IDU kIDH kIDF kT kX)
and U sets T ID as a temporary ID of U , which will be
used in the next protocol run with F , and SK as the
session key. F also generates the same T ID and SK
according to
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Protocol II: Online Computations. The computational complexity of Protocol II can also be optimized by
pre-computation. Once the random number b is selected,
B = bP and bH(IDU ) can be pre-computed by U . However, as Aτ is only valid in a limited time, U must respond
quickly and perform a bilinear paring operation online to
compute KU,F = ê(rH(IDU ) + SU , P KF + Aτ ). Therefore, for each run of protocol, U has to perform an online
BP operation.
Table 3 shows a comparison in terms of both complexity and security features between our novel OP-KE-WRs
and existing ones. And our protocols are the only two
achieving One-Pass. Furthermore, Protocol II supports
PFS and perfect KCI security. Though Yang et al.’s protocols [11, 12, 13] can provide a stronger level of user
anonymity and untraceability to U and also eliminate the
involvement of HS in their protocols, our protocol requires much lower bandwidth with comparable computational performance as bilinear pairing implementations
are getting significant improvements recently [9].

8

Conclusion

Two protocols are proposed: Protocol I ensures that a
fresh session key secreted from all other entities except
user and foreign WSP is established in each run of protocol, by just sending one message from the user to the
foreign WSP and eliminate any intervention of a third
party. However, it does not support the desirable properties that multi-round key establishment protocols usually
do, namely, it only supports partial forward secrecy and
partial KCI. Consequently, Protocol II solves the problems by supporting all the desirable properties mentioned.
Namely, the protocol can support both Perfect Forward
Secrecy (PFS) and Perfect Key Compromise Impersonation (Perfect KCI). The total computational complexity
of Protocol II is comparable to that of previous protocol.
Third, both protocols are proved to be security when presenting formal security proofs in the rCK security model.
Furthermore, both protocols are extended to support User
Anonymity and Untraceability.
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